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CLIENT: Barbara Knutson DOB: 9/24/58 AGE: 50
DIAGNOSIS: CVA ONSET: 12/21/06
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Dear Dr. Jordan:

SUBJECTIVE:  This is an interim re-evaluation report for Barbara Knutson who suffered a 
large left middle cerebral artery stroke 12/21/06.  As you know she has participated in speech 
therapy services intermittently since that time and has made steady continuous progress.   Mrs. 
Knutson has improved most notably with her functional language skills.

OBJECTIVE:  Re-testing was completed with portions of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia 
Examination 3rd edition short form and the Boston Naming test 2nd edition short form with results 
as follows

Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination
      1/5/09 5/27/09

Auditory Comprehension Basic word discrimination 10-20% 30%
Commands 0-10% 10-20%
Complex ideational material 20% 20%

Repetition Words 40-60% 40-60%
Sentences 0-30% 0-30%

Naming Responsive naming 20% 30%
BNT 20% 30%

Reading Basic symbol recognition: 
matching cases/scripts 100% 100%
Number matching 100% 100%
Picture word matching 100% 100%
Oral word reading 0-20% 20%

Aphasia Severity Rating:  All communication is fragmentary with need for inference, 



questioning, and guessing by the listener.  Conversation about familiar subjects is possible with 
help from the listener.  There are frequent failures to convey the idea, but Mrs. Knutson shares the 
burden of the communication exchange.
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Error Codes:  
Verbal paraphasia (semantically related)
Perseveration
Circumlocution (not considered paraphasias)

ASSESSMENT:  Overall, Mrs. Knutson continues to progress from her CVA, with its date of 
onset being 12/21/06. Her Broca’s type aphasia is characterized as being non-fluent with effortful 
speech, restricted vocabulary as well as reduced comprehension.  She also presents with severe 
alexia with word level comprehension only.  Although her language problems interfere with basic 
communication, she is able to function with assistance from the listener.   She has improved word 
finding ability and circumlocution type strategies which aid in her function.  Although the listener 
carries the burden of her communication attempts, Mrs. Knutson actively participles in the 
communication exchange.  Good follow through on a home program, which was expanded on 
well by the family.  

SHORT-TERM GOALS:  
1.  The patient will be up to 80% accuracy for auditory comprehension tasks, including 

direction-following and yes/no reliability.  
2. The patient will be up to 70% accuracy for confrontation responsive naming with 

minimal to moderate cueing. 
3. The patient will be up to 70% accuracy for picture description tasks with moderate 

cueing. 
4. The patient will be up to 70% accuracy for expanded sentences with carrier phrases with 

moderate cueing.
5.  The patient will be up to 70% accuracy for general functional communication skills 

allowing for listener questioning, dysfluencies, and gesturing with moderate cueing.  

LONG-TERM GOALS:
1.  The patient will be up to 80-90% accuracy for general functional communication skills, 

utilizing verbal language, gesturing, and listener questioning. 

PLAN/RECOMMENDATIONS:  Recommend speech language services one time per week 
for hour-long sessions over the next few months.  Will assist with expanding home program. 

Thank you for this referral.  If you have any questions, or if I may be of further assistance, please 
do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,



Karin Thomas, MS, CCC-SLP
Speech Language Pathologist


